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Here, the Hierophant becomes the High Priest, Wheel of Fortune becomes Wheel of the Year, and

Judgement becomes Karma. Based on the traditional Rider-Waite-Smith deck and filled with images

that speak to today's magickal practitioner, witchcraft takes center stage in this stunning deck

designed by highly respected Witch and Tarot reader Ellen Dugan. Featuring the vibrant artwork of

award-winning artist Mark Evans, Witches Tarot is the perfect combination of Tarot and the Craft. In

addition to card descriptions and meanings, Dugan's companion guide features spell-enhancing

spreadsâ€•such as the Triple Goddess Spread, the Four Elements Spread, and the Wheel of the

Year Spreadâ€•that you can use in both Tarot readings and magickal practice.
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Please visit the new Witches Tarot website at witchestarot.com for detailed information about the

book, the art, special offers, and to view the Major Arcana!

Ellen Dugan, the "Garden Witch," is an award-winning author, a psychic-clairvoyant and a regular

contributor to Llewellyn's almanacs, datebooks, and calendars. A practicing Witch for over

twenty-nine years, she is also a certified Master Gardener. Ellen has written over a dozen books,

including Garden Witchery, Elements of Witchcraft: Natural Magick for Teens, 7 Days of Magic,

Cottage Witchery, Autumn Equinox, The Enchanted Cat, Herb Magic for Beginners, Natural

Witchery, How to Enchant a Man, Garden Witch's Herbal, Practical Protection Magick and Seasons

of Witchery. When not keeping up with her family, Ellen unwinds by working in her perennial

gardens at home with her husband. She wholeheartedly encourages everyone to personalize their



spellcraft by getting their hands dirty, discovering the wonder and magick of the natural world, and

connecting with nature. To find out more, visit her website at ellendugan.com, the Witches Tarot

website at witchestarot.com Check out her popular blog at ellendugan.blogspot.com

I originally intended to purchase this deck because my sister has it, let me use it, and it was super

accurate. After purchasing I fell in love. I use this deck all day, every day, my readings are very

accurate, and my intuitive gifts are blossoming and growing exponentially. So glad to have such a

beautiful deck as my divination tool during the intense magickal blossoming moment in my life.

Grateful for the beauty and effort that was obviously put into it. I've had it about a month now, and

I'm just absolutely in love. I can't say it enough, haha.I highly recommend.

This deck is beautifully illustrated. I love the comparison book as well. My only criticism is the

material - the cards feel a bit thin/flimsy. Overall, I like the deck.

This is my favorite deck for clear and vibrant imagery. This deck has it's own energy about it though;

I kept getting court cards no matter how much i shuffled no matter if I put it down for a while and

then came back I was getting court cards; they seemed to be alive demanding to be associated with

certain people i knew. It was a really fantastical experience. I really love this deck for any reading

that calls for plain imagery i would use it over the "Rider" deck anytime!

This deck is just amazing! Colorful, rich, magnifying, it still keeps all the particular images intact, and

somehow does not lose its helpfulness and simplicity. I love this deck, it's really pretty and magical!

If you are really into witch stuff, these are good. A lot of the pictures and descriptions relate to

witches and covens and it's not really for me. I thought it'd be a good fit, but most of it doesn't apply

to my everyday life enough. I like the art, no where near as good as my oracle cards, but better than

the standard tarot deck. The cardboard kind of looks like a cheap cut out though. The descriptions

have a considerable effort put into them and if I was really into witch stuff, would work well.

I cannot believe this deck received so many negative reviews. Unlike many of the reviewers, I found

the deck to be quite sturdy. The cards are a nice size, a little larger than a deck of playing cards, but

easy to handle. The pictures are lovely with great thought behind the images. Again, I can't help but

wonder if people review just to be unkind. If they think they're so superior, make your own deck and



sell it! I am not addressing the book in this case as it seems to the lesser issue of the deck. I

recommend this set if you are a witch, reader or simply a collector. You cannot go wrong.

While the cards are unique, after seeing them in person, I really couldn't get past the photos being

inserted into them. They look lovely online, but in real life gave me a cheap feeling.

I have never been more impressed, I felt a connection immediately, beautiful art work, very detailed,

excellent information.I highly recommend this Tarot deck.
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